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Outline

• How the CD came about  

• What’s on the CD

• A community resource
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Doug Irving had a vision

• To create a CD with photos and 
botanical descriptions of all the plants in 
the Royal National Park

• Designed so that anyone could use it
– not just botanists!

• Focused on 300 plants seen along the 
Coast Walk Track in RNP

• Many of these plants grow in other parts 
of Sydney
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“But I’m not a botanist!”

• Margaret Bradhurst, Gwen Caddy, Connie 
McPherson and Aileen Phipps worked with 
Doug to find, record and photograph the 
plants

• Doug catalogued the information and 
developed the interactive identification 
software
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A team effort
• Doug did not see his dream become a 

reality

• A team effort to complete the project
– Doug Rickard coordinated the project
– Ruchir Sodhani looked after the software
– Plus external help

• Financial support from 
– Natural Heritage Trust Envirofund
– Australian Plants Society NSW and 

Sutherland Group
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The CD-Rom a reality
• Official launch in November 2006

by Bob Walshe at Audley, RNP
• It retained Doug’s essentials

– easy to use
– you don’t have to be a botanist
– you can make mistakes

• Meeting a need.. over 1,350 sales
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What’s on the CD? 
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1. Introduction
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2. Search

• By features of plant
– Type
– Flowers
– Fruit
– Leaf
– Bark
– Habitat
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2. Search
• By features of plant – Type, Flowers, Fruit, Leaf, Bark, Habitat

OR
• By name – botanical, common, family
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Plant features
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Plant features – ferns 
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How does it work
• It is not like a plant key (yes/no)
• It is based on probabilities
• Each feature scores 1 if it matches our database
• The highest scoring plants are listed in order 
• Look at the photos to confirm ID
• Users can make mistakes!
• Focus on 5-6 most distinctive features
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Search screen
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3. Gallery
• 1,200 photos of 300 plants

• Plant, Leaf, Flower, Fruit, Bark

• Use the Gallery in different ways
– Browse all 300 plants by Botanical name
– View search results listed by Score
– View plant information
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Gallery – Zoom
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4. Glossary
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5. Habitats
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6. Other features
• How to identify a plant

– Identification guidelines
– Data collection form
– Handy ID guide

• Plant lists
– Featured plants
– Other plants

• References
• Acknowledgements
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7. Help!
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A community education resource
• Meeting a need… over 1,350 sales since Nov 2006

• Sold in various ways 
– Direct: presentations to groups eg APS, Probus, Rotary, NPA, Botanic Gardens

– Shops: RNP Visitor Centre, Botanic Gardens shop, Sydney Wildflower Nursery

– APS Sutherland website http://sutherland.austplants.com.au/

• Widely dispersed: Sutherland, Sydney and beyond

• Future developments
– iApp or online version

– Extension to cover more plants

– Information on Aboriginal uses of plants

– Interest from other groups as the framework is available to other groups, free

http://sutherland.austplants.com.au/
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• Scout Group Leaders, Hurstville
“Thank you for the good work with putting the CD together. Hubby 
and I love walking in the Royal and this CD will certainly help us to 
identify some of the beautiful plants we see but have little idea about 
their names. I can also help our Cub Scouts to learn more.”

• Wakehurst Public School Duffys Forests Plant brochure
“I would like to thank you so much for allowing us to use the 
marvellous photos on the CD-Rom. Being able to use these greatly 
enhanced the quality of the booklet we produced. This booklet is a 
K-6 environmental education program where each child will learn at
least one tree, shrub and groundcover per year.”

A community education resource
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